
Star light cone from modelling clay
Instructions No. 1665
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 30 Minutes

You don't have to have learned the pottery craft for these star light cones. With Modelling clay, which dries up to a porcelain-like surface
and only few aids the great light objects succeed in short time.

You can model light cones as easy as this
The Modelling clay will be set at Polystyrene cone formed. In order to be
able to separate the basic body later on from without any problems, first
download the motif template and transfer it onto baking paper. Cut the
baking paper to size and wrap one Polystyrene cone in 12 cm and one in 20
cm 

Pre-knead the Modelling clay into a smooth mass according to the product
instructions and then use the acrylic roller to form a flat modelling dough.
Place the motif templates on this dough sheet and cut out the
corresponding shapes. Remove the stars with cookie cutters. Wrap the
modeled sheets around the polystyrene molds, moisten the ends with a little
water and join the edges together until there is no seam left 

After the shaped star cones have dried, the inner bodies can be removed
from Polystyrene . Paint the inside of the cones with lemon-yellow paint, this
will give the light a special warmth later 

Once the paint has dried, place each cone on a glass-Coaster and fit an LED
tea light.

Article number Article name Qty

Article information:



600088 Polystyrene cone 20 cm 1
511483 FIMO Acrylic Scooters 1
560085-21 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlLemon Yellow 1
121255 VBS Priming brush "Size 2", 18 mm, 10 pieces 1
687980 VBS LED tea lights, 4 pieces 1

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/newsletter/
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